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The 3D-Flow invention solves the energy challenge of acquiring and executing complex 

programmable real-time algorithms on data it receives at over one billion events per second that 

cannot be stored without filling every hard drive on the planet in one day. It does this while 

overcoming prohibitive costs and the high power consumption limits of very fast electronics.   

The 3D-Flow programmable parallel-processing architecture for very high-speed data 

acquisition/processing applications, with point-to-point, low-power consumption connections is 

technology-independent. This adaptability to future technology assures its cost-effectiveness 

over other approaches.   

The invention’s value was formally recognized and approved by top experts from major 

industries, universities and research centers (including CERN-Geneva) at a 1993 major 

international, public scientific review held at FERMILAb.   

3D-Flow systems with thousands of processors have been simulated from top level in C++ to gate 

level, and its technology-independent platform was proven on three FPGA (Field Programmable 

Gate Arrays: ORCA, Xilinx and Altera) and in Standard Cells using Synopsys Synthesis tools.  

Its feasibility and functionality was then proven by two modular electronic boards I built using 

Altera FPGAs, each with sixty-eight 3D-Flow processors able to create systems for detectors of 

any dimensions for High Energy Physics Experiments and for Medical Imaging applications.   

Its capability to extract all useful information from radiation is even more valuable and beneficial 

in many other fields including an effective early detection tool for cancer and other anomalous 

biological processes which are precursors of a disease.   

The ultra-sensitive 3D-CBS (3-D Complete Body Screening) technology that I conceived in 

2000, allows maximum reduction of cancer deaths and cost by providing uniquely in one device: 

an effective early detection, a low examination cost and a very low radiation dose.   

It has been presented at and passed many public scientific reviews including winning the 

Leonardo da Vinci Prize in 2011.  

The 3D-CBS advanced features are the result of new inventions I conceived after the year 2000, 

including improvements to existing techniques, their synergy in the field of detector assembly, 



 
 
electronics, coupling of the detector with the electronics, real-time algorithms, etc.  It holds 

patents in both the U.S. and Europe. 
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